Genus: Magnolia     Species: ______________________________

Variety or subspecies: ________________________________

Cultivar name submitted for registration: ________________________________

If sport: Name of parent (or parentage if hybrid) : ________________________________

Year first observed: ________ Year first propagated: ________

Number of years til flower after propagation: ______________

Retained vegetative/floral characteristics after propagation? ______________

If seedling: Age Year first flowered: ______________

Name of species/cultivar from which seed was taken? ________________________________

Male parent (if known)? ________________________________

Originated at: ________________________________

Date selected: ________________________________

Originator: Is plant commercially available? ________________________________

If so, where? ________________________________

When was it first offered commercially? ________________________________

Hardiness zone or temperature limits: ________________________________

Has the name and description of this cultivar ever been published? ________________________________

If so where, when and by whom? ________________________________

If Patented: PP# ___________ Date ________ Assignee ________________________________

If trademarked: No. __________ Date ________ Yr. Introduced ______________
MAGNOLIA CULTIVAR REGISTRATION FORM

Description of the plant: Include as much information as possible. Reference to the RHS Color Chart is desirable. The registrar has one which may be loaned out for this purpose. Include in the description information which can be used to distinguish the plant from related or similar cultivars. Attach extra sheets if necessary.

Cultural information: (notes on culture, propagation, soils, location, time of bloom, size of original tree, etc.) Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Your Name: ________________________________________________________________

Although not required for registration, Magnolia Society members are interested in such things as how this cultivar came about, how the name was chosen, what kind of conditions it has been growing in, if it's a hybrid what were the breeding goals when it was created, etc. If you would like to share this or any other information you think members might be interested in, please include it with this form.

IF YOU HAVE A PHOTO YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE, PLEASE INCLUDE IT AS WELL.

Thank you!